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on april 3, 2016, ap reported that moscow criminal court has ruled to drop charges against two azovfilms presenters for having filmed a documentary in crimea. a
court spokeswoman said she could not immediately provide details about the case. the court had also ordered prosecution lawyers to provide information about
the reasons the charges against the defendants were dropped within two weeks, according to the ap report. if the court, though, dropped the case, the charges
against azovfilms will be thrown out as well. azovfilms says in a statement on its website that the company is not in a legal vacuum because the sanctions against
the crimean companies are related to the 2009 american visa ban for managers of crimea's azovfilms. the company says that the visa ban was applied to all
azovfilms employees in the territory of the russian federation, including in crimea, and that the company is not in a legal vacuum. it adds that the u.s. department
of state is forbidden to sanction the russian company and its legal partners under the american law. the thing is that to ban the crimean company, there must be
some evidence of "material support for violent acts" against the united states, of which crimea is the seat. but several months ago, sergey azarov, who is an
employee of azovfilms in crimea, described in an interview with liberty tv in the usa, the attempts of the attackers of the usa to kill him. he said that by now the
name of the assassin is known to american police, but the identity of the person, and the exact moment and place of the crime, remains unknown. it is interesting
that, for instance, when the attacks on anwar al-awlaki were carried out, american administration did not attempt to identify the murderers.
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in march 2017, the day before the first hearings of the final case against the largest pornography sites in russia, the prosecutor's office in moscow made a
statement regarding a request from the federal agency for information security to access the source code of the giant internet platform, ok.ru. the prosecutor's

office said that it would be a violation of the law on the production and distribution of pornographic materials if the company did not reveal its source code. ok.ru
also faces several other legal cases in russia that were launched by the government of khakassia. because it is not clear what rights the government of khakassia
has over ok.ru and its assets, this case remains inactive. in march 2017, the largest and most visited russian portal, ok.ru, banned the publication of gay content
and replaced it with a blank space (or the words "read next" in place of the stories) on its website. [17] it was this move that triggered the first large-scale public

campaign by the community of lgbt users of ok.ru, with many in the lgbt community protesting the policy change on ok.ru. on april 2, the russian state duma took
the website offline temporarily, citing the demands of the prosecutor's office. also in march 2017, prosecutors demanded ok.ru hand over a list of all its current

assets and liabilities, which includes print and digital advertising, including the names of all the companies that it does business with. [18] prosecutors argued that
the list of asset holdings is needed to prove that ok.ru is russian and therefore subject to russian law. on the day that the duma voted to take ok.ru offline, the
company released a statement saying that ok.ru was legally registered as a legal entity in khakassia and therefore was not subject to russian law. [19] ok.ru

posted a statement on its website explaining that it was legally registered as a legal entity in khakassia in september 2014. [20] 5ec8ef588b
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